In his dual career as printer and author, Samuel Richardson embodies the dialogue between print and manuscript cultures during the eighteenth century. As a printer, he was, of course, intimately involved in the mechanics and business of printing. As an author, he grounded his fictions on the letter, a form that has its roots in manuscript culture, and circulated his works in something very like a manuscript coterie. Indeed, his printed novels, most famously Pamela (1740) and Clarissa (1748), often call attention to the supposed "handwritten-ness" of the letters they comprise. Clarissa in particular makes much of its putative origins in manuscript: characters comment on the appearance of their handwriting, editorial asides note features of the "manuscript," and the printed text attempts to approximate the appearance of a written one. Clarissa constructs a particular vision of manuscript culture as a means of authorizing Richardson's printed work; it signals one way in which print culture uses epistolary fiction to misappropriate manuscript culture by creating a nostalgic idea of direct linkage between letter, body, and self which ultimately disempowers the manuscript author and points toward print. In other words, Richardson uses a fantasy of manuscript culture's troubled authenticity to authorize print as the more authoritative material form.
Richardson's novel and its representation of both print and manuscript bring a number of contexts into play. Perhaps most obviously, epistolary fiction had by 1748 developed a tradition associated with helplessly desiring and writing women. That tradition, in turn, drew on the period's understanding of letters more broadly, as divided between ideas of the letter as direct representation of a self and as carefully constructed rhetorical tool in a social context. Letters themselves were also one of the sites where manuscript and print intersected. Because letters were not only manifested in handwritten texts but also in printed letter manuals and epistolary novels, they drew on several different kinds of authority according to the context. A letter's authority could be rhetorical or conversational, and it could draw on manuscript conventions as well as those of print. In eighteenth-century culture generally, letters functioned in very flexible ways, and epistolary novels could in theory make use of any of those options to construct their authority. In Richardson's novel, however, the notion of the ideal letter is narrowed as though it belonged only to manuscript culture, which itself is represented as both ideally pure and dangerously flawed. And this appropriation and representation allows Clarissa to imply that only print can serve as a truly authoritative and stable medium.
A brief comparison with a contemporary work will help to illustrate how Richardson's novel treats manuscript and print cultures in a very particular way. Eliza Haywood's Fantomina; or, Love in a Maze (1725) also highlights a relationship between letters, bodies, and selves, but one that does not rely on an appropriation of manuscript culture to construct the printed text's authority. Like Richardson, Haywood was involved in the book trades and was an accomplished practitioner of the novel-in-letters. 1 And, of course, she too worked in the context created by the divergent ideas about letters and by the convergence of manuscript and print cultures. But in Haywood's Fantomina, letters are not intended as manifestations of a direct relation between body, self, and writing, nor are they idealized as remnants of a vulnerable manuscript tradition. Rather, they draw on different elements of the cultural context, emphasizing rhetoric over the expression of identity. In fact, Fantomina barely alludes to manuscript culture or tradition at all, and appears to suffer no anxiety over how to authorize a printed text. By contrast, then, Haywood's text helps to point up just how particular Clarissa's handling of manuscript culture is. The two novels' different ways of dealing with the overlap of manuscript and print cultures arise from the genre's need, as a primarily printed form, to argue for the greater value and authority of print. This need to authorize print should thus be understood as contributing to the shaping of the novel genre's development.
Richardson and Haywood were working in a tradition of epistolary fiction which strongly linked the idea of the letter to an idea of the female expressive self. As critics have often noted, the French tradition epitomized in the famous Lettres portugaises (1669) influenced English epistolary fiction through Roger L'Estrange's 1678 translation and the many imitations that followed, and that tradition tended to depict women as fated by nature to love and to suffer for that love. 2 By the time Haywood began her career as a writer, the novel in letters was closely associated with an image of the vulnerable female subject fruitlessly writing her desire. Twenty years later, as Richardson entered the field, that image remained powerful. Epistolary fiction depends on the separation of the correspondents, 3 and when those correspondents are lovers, this separation tends to produce the expression of frustrated desire in their letters. Moreover, this expression of desire was seen as a particularly female talent, and as such was often used to produce the effect of authenticity in epistolary fiction. 4 Because it was understood as natural, female expression of desire in letters came to be a sign of the real self, a sign that could not be faked. One strand of the epistolary tradition, then, focused on an idea of an authentic female self spilled out almost involuntarily in letters.
This fictional tradition draws on one aspect of eighteenth-century thinking about letters in general, but they were often seen as rhetorical and social tools as well. Eighteenth-century writers were well aware of these two poles, and contemporary discussions of the nature of letters often sought to negotiate the interplay between the expressive and the utilitarian. Many correspondents did subscribe to the claim that letters could approximate conversation, and the "personal letter outlined subjectivity," as Clare Brant suggests. 6 But this wish for self-authenticating "transparency" 7 was balanced by the notion that letters performed specific functions in specific social contexts, and therefore had to follow particular conventions in order to accomplish their aims. One indication of the power of this concept of the letter is the prevalence of letter manuals, which, as Eve Tavor Bannet has demonstrated, "were among the most frequently reprinted books . . . throughout the long eighteenth century"; their "influence . . . may be said to have rivaled even novels as popular as Clarissa or Betsy Thoughtless." 8 In this view, letters gained authority not because of how immediately they transmitted a self, but by how effectively they performed a role or task. But writers rarely chose just one of these views; the two poles might better be imagined as setting the boundaries of a field offering many possible points of intersection. Rather than simply belonging to one or the other extreme-expressive or utilitarian-letters seem to have functioned in the period as a site where rhetoric meets the self, to which readers and writers brought their awareness of these competing aims. Letters thus provided a nexus for the intersection of subjectivity and conventions.
At the same time, letters also helped to locate the intersections of manuscript and print cultures and of their competing types of authority. Many scholars have shown that print did not simply replace manuscript culture; rather, the two coexisted and interpenetrated during the period. 9 And as Bannet points out, printed letter manuals helped to create "a lively and proliferating manuscript culture . . .
[and] they taught users to conceive of 'the letter' as a genre that could easily . . . present itself in a variety of . . . written or printed modes."
10 The letter as form, then, helps to highlight the crux where manuscript and print meet, as an instance in which a manuscript could be turned into print and back again, participating in both modes of production and exchange. In manuscript culture, authority arose not only from the author but also from the social status, group, or coterie to which that author belonged. Manuscript texts were often felt to be authoritative because they were part of a personal network, a social community guaranteed by the individual acts of those writing and copying the manuscripts. 11 The value of a text still depended to a great extent on its function as an expression of the relationship between individuals in a social network. Textual exchanges were most commonly between individuals with some social relationship, and were most commonly in kind. Print culture, by contrast, had to find different ways of creating authority for texts because they were detached from manuscript culture's social networks. Printed books could seem alarmingly available to a wide and not easily controlled audience.
12 Authors frequently had little control over their texts once the copy had been sold to a bookseller, in terms not only of printing and correcting but also sales and circulation. 13 Because of all this, print could seem "destabilizing and threatening"
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; it "was associated with corruption of the text and with a misrepresentation of the author." 15 Printed texts often seemed severed from their authors, presenting a problem of distance compounded by the absence of the tight social network so often linked to manuscript circulation.
But even as print might be seen from the perspective of a scribal network as lacking in authority, it also developed its own authorizing paradigms. One way in which this happened was the development of a discourse of legibility around print that depended on analogies between how characters were understood and the way in which print worked. What Deirdre Lynch has called "typographical culture" helped to authorize print as a medium by suggesting that the mechanical processes of print created meaning that could easily be read in "the printed letters . . . that elaborated [a] text's surface." 16 More specifically, Lynch argues, these analogies "link[ed] the getting of ideas, the techniques of typography, and the process of individuation" so as to connect character to printedness. 17 Print could be thought of as authoritative because it created a legible, typographical surface that was readily intelligible in constructing characters. 18 Despite the strong authority granted to manuscripts in the period, then, printed texts could construct a competing type of authority. And because letters could move between manuscript and print, they could also move between different claims to authority.
In theory, then, epistolary novels had all of these options available to them as they constructed authority for themselves: rhetoric and expressiveness, print and manuscript. The letters in such a novel could be evaluated on their degree of polish, their skill in rhetoric, or their effectiveness in accomplishing their endscriteria that need not have anything to do with an essential self. But they could just as easily be evaluated on how transparently they seemed to depict a particular individual's subjectivity. They might claim authority by situating themselves in a social network akin to those common in manuscript circulation, but they might also foreground their participation in print culture. In practice, however, a high proportion of epistolary novels appear to limit themselves to expressivity and to (fictional) scribal networks. As we have already noted, many novels in letters appeal to the model of the authentically and naturally desiring female self, so much so that the epistolary form became associated with the idea of female subjectivity. 19 Similarly, epistolary fiction (as Janet Altman and others have commented) tends to include an account of how the letters came to be published 20 -and such accounts tend to locate the letters in a social network that authorizes the transformation of supposedly handwritten letter into printed book. The mode thus thematizes its own production in print. 21 Epistolary fiction, then, attempts to fix its authority and authenticity most commonly in ways that seem to emphasize the self and the integrity of manuscripts.
But these appearances can be deceiving. In many cases, these apparent emphases actually serve to point toward print. Because they appear in printed texts, such implicit claims suggest that print can absorb and make use of the authority of manuscript culture and of the expressive self. Richardson's Clarissa, in fact, goes further; by chaining self, body, and letter together, the novel implies that manuscript culture cannot sustain the authority it claims, while printed texts can do so more effectively. Clarissa thus appropriates a particular version of manuscript culture, one that links the body to the idea of writing, in order to make its printed form authoritative. Richardson constructs his version of manuscript culture in part by linking it to his ideas about letters. His public comments on letter writing tend to emphasize its pleasures and rewards. A letter to Sophia Westcomb, probably written in 1746, describes correspondence as a means of intimacy, as "friendship avowed under hand and seal . . . more pure, yet more ardent, and less broken in upon, than personal conversation can be." 22 He also claims that writing offers a direct connection to the self of the writer: "styles differ, too, as much as faces, and are indicative, generally beyond the power of disguise, of the mind of the writer." 23 These remarks emphasize the letter's emotional content and link the letter itself directly to the self of the writer, as though no mediation were possible. Richardson's description of his correspondent's letter as displaying "artless freedom," and as bringing her "before me in person," 24 underlines this sense of the letter as self and links it explicitly to precisely the kind of authentic feminine outpouring valued in the expressive tradition of epistolary fiction. 25 The best letters, Richardson suggests here, offer unmediated access to the writer's self because they are transparently not shaped by artifice. Such a view rests on the same assumptions that fuel Haywood's critique-the immediacy of emotional expression and the inextricable connection to the self-but Richardson claims here that these assumptions simply offer greater intimacy rather than concealing dangers.
But Richardson was also aware of the utilitarian attitude toward letters. In the preface to his letter-writing manual, Letters Written to and for Particular Friends, On the Most Important Occasions (1741), he treats them as tools, stressing "Judgment" and emphasizing that they should be "useful." 26 The discussion of "Letters of Courtship" is especially striking, since here Richardson explains that he "has aimed to point out such Methods of Address . . . as may stand the Test of the Parents Judgment, as well as the Daughter's Opinion." 27 In this context, love letters are not simply expressive but seek to accomplish a particular goal. Such a utilitarian attitude hints at Lovelacian possibilities; after all, it is Lovelace who has thoroughly mastered the manipulation of letters to gain his ends.
28 Tom Keymer's discussion of Richardson's correspondence with Eusebius Silvester illustrates the danger of the conflict between the two models; letters written as rhetorical tools could readily fool a reader expecting a transparent view of the writer's heart. 29 Richardson's valorization of the expressive letter in his correspondence with Sophia Westcomb, when seen in the context of his recognition of the letter's other possibilities, comes to seem less naive and more like a deliberate choice in defiance of more worrisome and slippery approaches. And, of course, the "ostensible artlessness" of his own letter-writing characters such as Pamela and Clarissa is a carefully constructed artifice. 30 Although Richardson understands the expressive letter as potentially vulnerable, he still embraces that tradition.
In Clarissa, Richardson connects this expressive tradition with his version of manuscript culture by aligning it with Clarissa herself, who specifically asserts the expressiveness of her letters and implicitly creates a kind of scribal network.
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Letter writing, as innumerable critics have noted, is one of the primary activities of the novel's characters. Clarissa herself comments, "I know not how to forbear writing. I have now no other employment or diversion. I must write on" 32 ; and as John Preston long ago remarked (and many others have since), the "novel is . . . about reading and writing." 33 As critics of the 1980s delighted to point out, this means that the novel is also a "struggle over interpretation"; the phrase, of course, comes from William Warner's Reading "Clarissa", but the notion informs a great deal of Clarissa criticism-rightly so, since each of the major characters argues for his or her version of events. 34 For Clarissa herself most particularly, this means that her letters are designed as authoritative expressions of subjectivity. She wants her letters to represent her true self, and she believes, indeed, that they do so. Her frequent references to "all the openness of heart" with which her letters are written, and her statements that "I wrote my heart" (L38; 175, 176), underline the fact that she is trying to assert her true self in her struggles with her family and with Lovelace. 35 Her faith in this representation by handwritten letter helps to explain why she is so unable to understand her family's refusal to credit her offers to renounce her inheritance and Lovelace; she simply cannot see why they do not believe what she writes. 36 Such faith is evident in her responses to others' letters as well, particularly those of Lovelace. Naive responses like "his last letter is the genuine product of [his] heart" (L63; 269) amply demonstrate the problems this belief causes her. Even after she begins to see Lovelace as "so various, that there is no certainty that he will be next hour what he is in this" (L125; 462), she remains incapable of not taking him at face value because she so fundamentally believes in the letter as the true representation of self.
Moreover, her faith in the letter connects to a faith in the body that is diametrically opposed to Fantomina's performances. Clarissa thinks that the body must give a true account of the self or soul. For instance, when Lovelace proposes several London lodgings, she carefully watches him as she discusses each one and is completely fooled when "he made no visible preference" (L130; 471). As Juliet McMaster has shown, Clarissa understands the language of the body as completely transparent, and believes the body is "a site of truth." 37 McMaster further makes clear that Lovelace has mastered body language as performance and so can manipulate Clarissa (and others) by manipulating his physical performance. 38 Again, even when she becomes aware that Lovelace can perform falsely, Clarissa simply cannot resist taking the physical manifestation as authoritative and true. Her response to the body matches her responses to letters; she attributes to both a grounding in a fixed self, and neither is merely a medium. Her own frequent citation of her heart as the source of her writing, as already noted, further links self, letters, and body. Given this belief in fixed identity manifested in the body, her adamant refusal to marry Solmes and her terrible struggle against Lovelace are absolutely necessary. Her self is bound up in her body, and she must preserve her physical integrity in order to preserve that self. 39 The famous "mad paper" in which she exclaims, "I don't know what my name is!" (L261; 890) makes this loss of self after the rape painfully clear. She "cannot claim ownership of her body" and therefore cannot possess her self either. 40 The mad papers, as the expression of the terrible violation of Clarissa's body, her self, and her letters, embody this nexus and bring home how centrally the novel is about Clarissa's fight simply to be herself. Her investment in the body as authorizing helps to create in the novel a holistic (though not necessarily accurate) idea of manuscript culture.
Clarissa's explicit linking of the body to the letter and the self, however, is a new element not found in either the rhetorical or the expressive tradition of letters. Richardson's innovation is to suggest, through Clarissa, that the integrity of the self depends on the integrity of body and letter, and that that interconnection derives from manuscript culture. Even Marianne, the narrator of the Lettres portugaises, the paradigmatic example of epistolary fiction expressing desire, does not figure the letter as an expression of the body in the way in which Clarissa does. Marianne certainly writes to express desire, and the traditional association of women with the body (as opposed to the mind) may lie behind the novel-in-letters' image of the helplessly desiring woman. 41 But while she and other epistolary heroines certainly express themselves in letters, they do not directly appeal to the body to authorize those letters, nor do they allude to it as the source of the writing. Clarissa makes the body central to letters and the self in explicit ways not seen earlier, and it misleadingly implies that this foregrounding of the body is a necessary part of manuscript culture. Clarissa often remarks on how the appearance of her writing reflects her physical state, as when she comments on her "crooked writing" (L436; 1265) when she is ill. Because Paper X's fragments are printed at various angles, it similarly implies that what happens to her body is physically reflected in her letters. 42 The more frequently she does this, the more the letters come to seem a direct manifestation of her body. And this directness (completing the letter-body-self triad) is one of the ways Clarissa attempts to authorize her letters; if the letter is a direct manifestation of the body, it can't be faked. Her constant repetition of affectionate diminutives such as "papa and mamma" (L2; 41) functions to locate her within a family circle and to assert her own belonging to a socially defined network. Her constant letters to various family members and to beloved friends like Anna Howe and Mrs. Norton also suggest Clarissa's efforts to build and maintain a network much like a scribal one. By placing Clarissa in such a network and attaching the body to this tradition, Richardson introduces a new element into this construction of manuscript and letter culture, derived from notions of women as more bound by the body, that renders that version of manuscript even more vulnerable.
For while the novel idealizes Clarissa's purity and unity of self, it also demonstrates that manuscripts and letters cannot preserve that self. Letters are misinterpreted, as by her family and indeed by Clarissa; they are not read at all, as when Lovelace does not read her letter refusing to meet him; and they are stolen, altered, and forged, as when Lovelace steals Anna Howe's letters and forges letters between her and Clarissa. Letters fail to convey the intended self, and often do not even manifest a self. These "accidents that happen to letters" 43 are obviously more than simple mishaps; they are fundamentally a denial of authority to the letter as the written self and a denial of authority to the body behind that letter-indeed, they deny any authority at all to the fixed and unified self and body. As letters and bodies are subject to violation, so is the self. The problem is not simply that the letter is analogous to the body, as Lovelace's salacious play upon the "folds" of letter and of body shows (L341; 1085). 44 Rather, because of the connections posited between letter, body, and self, an assault on any one of them destroys the wholeness of all three. Connecting the letter, the body, and the self only increases their vulnerability. Clarissa's derangement of self after the rape and her eventual death thus come to indicate a failure of manuscripts to preserve the self.
In response to this failure, Clarissa turns away from both body and expressivity and toward other means of reconstructing a unified self. She rejects the body that "clings" and "encumbers" (L436; 1265), even calling it "nothing" in her will (L507; 1413), choosing death as the only means of preserving a pure soul. As she becomes increasingly disembodied, she makes herself into an entirely different kind of text as well. Her language itself changes, including more and more biblical quotation and allusion, and she prepares a coffin encrusted with texts and symbols. She also writes far fewer letters after the rape. 45 In this way, she begins to shift her letters from being expressive toward participating in more rhetorical conventions. Most significantly, though, she arranges to have her letters collected by Belford as "the protector of [her] memory" (L389; 1176), and the novel's conclusion, which is "Supposed to be written by Mr. Belford" (1489) implies a wider audience as it wraps up the narrative loose ends. 46 Each of these moves privileges a particular kind of textuality, moving toward something more disembodied, more distanced from Clarissa's particular subjectivity and her particular coterie. Although her will does not specify that Belford is to have her letters actually printed (as critics often assume), she does say that copies are to be made (L507; 1418), and that they are to be shown to others, so she at least sees the texts as becoming public as a "warning to all" (L458; 1319) and as no longer tied to her individual acts of writing. But these instructions do not remove the letters from the social sphere of manuscript circulation: they stipulate that Belford "will cause two copies to be made . . . and that he will show or lend" these copies (L507; 1418). When only two copies are to be produced, it is far more likely that scribal production, rather than printing, is the means envisioned. One of the meditations she adapts from Job does say, "Oh that my words were now written! Oh that they were printed in a book!" (L364; 1125). 47 But there is little sense (and no specific evidence) that Clarissa herself controls her printed representation. She does make the move away from the expressive model for letters, but it is Richardson who moves from manuscript circulation to print: the title page identifies the book as "Published by the Editor of PAMELA." Once her letters clearly possess no authority for those around her, the novel turns away from manuscript letters as an authoritative format for self-preservation, just as Clarissa turns away from her physical embodiment. Both body and letters must be transformed in order to reclaim lost authority. Given that Richardson was a professional printer and oversaw the publication of his own novel, it is no great stretch to surmise that this work envisions print (the very technology that enables it) as that authoritative format, but it mystifies Clarissa's connection to this form. This move to print, and the simultaneous obfuscation of that move, create an apparent paradox; in printing the novel, Richardson carefully includes many details that point back toward the supposedly handwritten manuscript letters. Not only does Clarissa remark on her "crooked writing" when she is ill, but the editorial material frequently describes some manuscript feature that cannot be adequately reproduced in the printed text, as when the editor notes that an apparent postscript to a letter of Clarissa's was "Written on the cover, after she went down, with a pencil" (L59; 244). And, of course, Paper X with its fragments printed at various angles attempts to preserve the appearance of a manuscript. As Steven R. Price comments, Richardson's emphasis on "material details . . . asks readers to examine not only the words on his printed pages but also the manuscript features that the words suggest." 48 Such devices do not create the illusion of a handwritten text, but actually draw our attention to its printedness. 49 The very attempt to create "the print equivalent of a manuscript page" 50 emphasizes that the text has been transformed from manuscript to print, and implies that print can represent and incorporate the distinctive qualities of manuscript. The text's frequent allu-sions to manuscript features claim that typographical forms can do just what those manuscript features do: authorize the text by representing an ideal, whole self.
Richardson's novel thus suggests a delicate negotiation between print and manuscript letters and seeks to render a circular relationship linear. The sleight of hand that mystifies the transition to print means that the novel remains poised between the two technologies. It might, on the one hand, be destabilized by the vulnerability of the manuscript tradition it posits and by its potentially unauthorized status. Because her will does not direct its printing, Clarissa's relationship to the printed novel seems analogous to manuscript authors' relationship to unauthorized printings of their works. On the other hand, however, the novel's careful recapitulation of manuscript features claims that print can take over the functions of manuscript: representing Clarissa's body and self and situating her in her social network. 51 Print appears to offer a more secure (because more disembodied and less vulnerable) power. Richardson's mystification aims to assert print's authority by virtue of its apparent ability to accomplish what manuscript cannot: the presentation and preservation of an idealized and pure self.
The intersection of self with letter and with body is crucial for Clarissa and for the novel in which she appears. Her survival in the printed form of the novel depends on her failure to survive in her own body and in her own manuscript circle, and that interrelation is the direct result of the one-to-one relationship she posits between body, letter, and self. Her status as heroine arises from her fight to preserve that single self in its direct connection to written letter and body, but that battle can only be won by leaving behind both handwriting and body in the transition to print. 52 The oddity of this direct relation comes into focus when we compare it to Haywood's treatment of those three terms. In Haywood's formulation, such direct links are unnecessary, and their absence is freeing. Because Haywood's Fantomina presents a different kind of relationship between self, body, and letter, it also posits a different kind of authority for print culture. Turning to Haywood, then, will help to clarify exactly how Richardson appropriates an idea of scribal culture in order to valorize his own notion of print culture.
Haywood's overt commentary on the expressive view of letters was quite critical. Although she published at least six epistolary works between 1720 and 1730, 53 one of Haywood's earliest epistolary fictions, Letters from a Lady of Quality to a Chevalier (1721), was published with a kind of appendix, the Discourse Concerning Writings of This Nature, by Way of Essay, which focuses on the dangers of letter writing for women, implicitly casting her novel as a warning against those dangers.
54 Some of her concerns are practical: "Letters often live longer than the Person who wrote them-they may by some Accident be lost-may miscarry-somebody must be trusted to convey 'em, and the Fidelity of such sort of People is not much to be depended on." 55 But as so many epistolary novels imply, letter writing also presents less obvious, less tangible dangers to women: "our Thoughts, in spite of us, will often take a greater liberty in expressing themselves that way [i.e., in letters], than the natural Bashfulness of Virtue will permit 'em to do any other," and such freedom of expression can lead insensibly to "Slavery." 56 In other words, the act of writing love letters, Haywood argues, can lead to a troublesome subjugation for the woman who writes them. The more she writes, the more she will feel what she writes (as she writes what she feels), and the more trapped by that emotion she will become. The notion that letters aim at liberty of expression ties the writer to that expression, making the apparent liberty into a limitation. Because she was proficient in this expressive tradition of epistolary fiction, Haywood recognized the ways in which its premises could entrap women both in fiction and in reality.
Haywood's Fantomina illustrates her engagement with print culture and with various ideas about letters; the main character illustrates how rejecting one-toone relationships among body, letter, and self can enable control. Since Haywood made regular use of the epistolary mode in the 1720s, her use of the heterodiegetic narrative mode for Fantomina, with only a few letters included, is likely to have been a conscious choice. Her Discourse suggests a possible motive for such a choice; if, as the Discourse claims, expressive letters make women vulnerable, perhaps a different narrative mode might offer a means to make them less so. As Karen Hollis has shown, Haywood's use of the epistolary mode generally "emphasize[s] . . . the vulnerability of the material text" and "proclaims the virtues of . . . printed circulation," 57 demolishing the idea of letters as authoritative. Using the third-person mode in Fantomina means, of course, that while the unnamed central character (to whom I shall refer as "Fantomina" for convenience) is the focalizer of the narrative, she is not constructing her own story. More particularly, she is not writing her story, nor is she pouring out her heart and inmost self to a correspondent. Only on a very few occasions does Fantomina write at all, and even more rarely are these letters actually included in the novel. From the first, this fiction rejects the simple equation of female desire, self, and expression. When Fantomina's letters are included or referred to, they do not attempt to express individual subjectivity. Instead, they are highly conventional amatory letters-so conventional, in fact, that the narrator finds it quite adequate only to summarize one of them as "a long letter of Complaint" in which Beauplaisir is "cruel" and she is "his unalterably Affectionate Fantomina."
58 They function not to assert a self but to achieve a particular effect: to bring Beauplaisir into her arms. They either work or they don't. Fantomina's letters thus belong to the rhetorical tradition, and Beauplaisir responds to them as such. For instance, when she writes as the Widow Bloomer (another letter which is only reported), his letter responds with such conventional language as "that Infinity of Transport" (F, 58) and makes an appointment; in contrast, his answer to the "letter of Complaint" from her previous persona makes excuses and says he cannot see her. His response shows that he does not look for subjectivity in her letters, but merely takes them as prompts for action (or inaction). And, of course, his second letter seems designed to hide his decreasing interest in Fantomina, so he clearly constructs letters as rhetorical tools as well. Her reaction to that letter demonstrates her mastery of epistolary conventions; noting the two letters' differing uses of conventions, she cannily reads the second as an attempt to deceive her: "Traytor! (cry'd she,) as soon as she had read them, 'tis thus our silly, fond, believing Sex are serv'd when they put Faith in Man: So had I been deceiv'd and cheated, had I like the rest believ'd" (F, 59). She looks for subjectivity in letters no more than Beauplaisir does, but for what the letter attempts to do, to accomplish, and she is quite well aware that rhetorical letters may deceive rather than reveal.
Fantomina thus avoids the kind of trap Haywood warns about in the Discourse; because she does not attempt to write her self, she never becomes trapped by that self-expression or by others' letters. Such instrumentality is highlighted when we notice that the signatures of her letters are in no sense revelatory. Each is written and signed by one of Fantomina's many "characters," not by her self. Significantly, the only one of these letters given in full is written as Incognita, the purest expression of masquerade in the novel. 59 The letter's text makes explicit that its purpose is to conceal while titillating; she assures Beauplaisir that "though my Face is hid, you shall not want sufficient Demonstration, that she who takes these unusual Measures . . . is neither Old, nor Deform'd" (F, 63). Fantomina's letters are part of her performance. This simple observation underlines the way in which this novel conceives of writing. Nothing about letters has privileged status as revealing or asserting subjective identity.
By the same token, none of these letters is presented as an emanation of Fantomina's body, nor is her body presented as a direct expression of her self. In fact, this novel never claims to reveal Fantomina's self, and her body, like the letters, remains malleable, controllable, and separate from any such self. Her "Frolick" starts from the assumption that she can disguise herself so as to be unrecognizable: "her Disguise had answer'd the Ends she wore it for" (F, 42). Without that assumption, appearing to be a prostitute would be unthinkable for a "Court Beauty" (F, 50). Fantomina's actions imply that she can both control what she appears to be and prevent those appearances from tainting her real self (whatever that might be).
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The narrator's statements explicitly support this: "besides the Alteration which the Change of Dress made in her, she was so admirably skill'd in the Art of feigning, that she had the Power of putting on almost what Face she pleas'd, and knew so exactly how to form her Behaviour to the Character she represented, that all the Comedians at both Playhouses are infinitely short of her Performances" (F, 57). The narrator not only describes Fantomina's physical control of appearances, but also endorses it as empowering. As has often been remarked, the delight in that description-its praise of her "admirable skill" and "power"-depicts Fantomina as freed from constriction and as enjoying "Felicity" (F, 65). 61 This empowerment is made possible by two opposing assumptions: Beauplaisir's assumption that the body presents identity faithfully; and Fantomina's contrary assumption that the body does not represent any kind of core self. Fantomina effectively uses Beauplaisir's investment in surfaces. Each time Beauplaisir encounters a new appearance, he reads it straightforwardly as a new person. Confronted with the prostitute disguise, "He address'd her at first with the usual Salutations of her pretended Profession" (F, 43); confronted with Celia the maid, he asks "many such Questions, befitting one of the Degree she appear'd to be" (F, 53); even his "bethinking himself of the celebrated Story of the Ephesian Matron" (F, 55) is a response to her widow's dress. For him, physical appearance is identity. 62 For Fantomina, by contrast, the very fact that she can manipulate such physical markers implies that they are not part of her essential identity. Her ability to use conventions to construct a surface (as letter manuals teach and as typographical culture encourages) allows her to protect herself and control others. She exults in the fact that Beauplaisir does not know who she is, that she has "outwitted" him (F, 59). Because the disguises protect her self, they cannot be her self. Because she can manipulate her appearance and her body, that body does not simply express the self; it must be separate from the self. Fantomina does not see an essential connection between the body and the self, and this parallels her use of letters. Her body is a performance tool, just as her letters are rhetorical tools.
This separation of self from body comes under threat toward the end, however. Fantomina's eventual pregnancy seems to assert that the body defies her control. 63 The "sudden Rack which all at once invaded her" causes "Distortion of her Features" and "Convulsions which shook her whole Frame, in spite of her" (F, 68-69), specifically defeating the control of her physical appearance which the narrator had earlier praised and reducing all her performances to the physical fact of conception and labor. As Ros Ballaster puts it, "the indomitable materialism of the body defeats the woman's play with the ambiguity of signification." 64 Yet even this apparent defeat-the revelation that the same body has been behind all the disguises-comes to seem rather ambiguous. Fantomina's mother does not allow Beauplaisir to take charge of the baby, although legally this would have been his right, and she only sends Fantomina to "a Monastery in France, the Abbess of which had been her particular Friend" (F, 71). While this ending has sometimes been taken as a moral punishment, it has also been seen as fairly neutral or even as a chance for Fantomina to continue her pleasures. 65 It is simply impossible to say with certainty that Fantomina is definitively reduced, defeated, or taken out of circulation; the ambiguity of the ending supports the sense that she still has not been pinned down. Her ability to control her public representation apparently confounds everyone around her, and this control parallels her rhetorical approach to letters. Essentially, she refuses to accept a one-to-one relationship between body and self, just as she refuses to accept a one-to-one relationship between letter and self.
Haywood's refusal to link the letter, the body, and the self in this direct way speaks specifically to the issues raised by the overlapping of manuscript and print culture. By refusing to link the letter and the self, her novel rejects the expressive approach to letters, and by refusing to link the body to either letter or self, it denies the necessity of such a link. Nor does Fantomina ever turn to strategies common in manuscript culture, such as locating itself or its characters within a social network that authorizes them; in fact, Fantomina, because she is in London with an inattentive aunt, is essentially detached from such community. While turning away from such scribal strategies, the novel turns toward those associated with print culture's efforts to create authority. If Deirdre Lynch is correct in linking early eighteenth-century discourse about novelistic character with discourse about the typographical characters created by the printing press, then Fantomina's permutations take on a resonance that aligns them with print culture as a means of empowerment. Haywood's involvement with the printing of her works during this period supports the sense that her novel could be drawing on these analogies. Lynch's summation of Lockean character is suggestive here: "The imprinting of a surface and the acquisition of characters produce 'character,' or personality, where before there was a blank." 66 Not only does this neatly describe printing itself, but it also fits Fantomina's process of creating characters by imprinting her blank body with new clothes and with "what Face she pleas'd." Fantomina, in creating each new character, manipulates expectations about the legibility of the body's signs in a way that parallels the printer's manipulation of legible printed characters. Just as she deploys bodily signs, so, too, does she use epistolary conventions to "imprint" a surface for Beauplaisir to read.
67
If eighteenth-century ideas about print sought to make it authoritative through the notion of legible character, while differentiating it from manuscript authority by emphasizing its distance from an expressive self as well as from a social network, then Fantomina's performances take advantage of that slippage in order to give her greater control. In fact, her performances parallel the very elements of print that made it so alarming to manuscript authors: its detachment from the network and its susceptibility to alteration. 68 Separating self from body and letters-just as print does-allows Fantomina to do as she pleases without getting finally trapped. Bodies and letters become simply media, precisely parallel to print. Haywood puts this woman in control of representation, just as she herself sought to control print as both author and bookseller. The multiple representations Fantomina puts into play might be thought of as analogous to the multiple and potentially variant copies of a printed text, or perhaps to differing editions of a text. Fantomina thus suggests an embrace of the multiplicity, distance, and variability offered by print technology as a means for women to control their self-representations and therefore to empower themselves. In this novel, print's very qualities create its power, without the need to appropriate other forms of authority.
Because Fantomina separates self from body and letters, she can control her own representation and is not bound to a single unified self. For her, there is no need to negotiate authority between manuscript and print cultures, because she embraces as empowering the distance and variability that characterize print. Richardson's construction of a direct link between body, letter, and self, and the claim that such connections characterize manuscript culture, create an entirely different path to authority. The direct link creates an ideal of purity that is unsustainable. Despite its ideal quality, then, it must be replaced-but in such a way as to retain its purity and wholeness. In Clarissa, print must claim fixity and stability by both rejecting and by relying on manuscript as the grounding of its power. This dynamic suggests a broader conclusion. Of course, novels participated in the ongoing cultural negotiation between print and manuscript cultures. Moreover, because they were a fundamentally printed genre coalescing before print itself was assumed to be stable, novels had to construct authority for print as such, especially during the genre's early history. Fantomina illustrates one means to such authority: ignoring manuscript and embracing the distance created by print as empowering. Clarissa demonstrates that another way of authorizing print was to displace the authority of manuscript by misconstruing manuscript culture, and by claiming that print could do better what manuscript supposedly claimed to do. Despite Richardson's evident valuing of letters and of manuscript culture, Clarissa posits a vulnerable manuscript culture that can only be saved by transferring it to print in a novel. Together, these two novels help to suggest just how integral the problem of print's authority was to the shaping of this genre. 12. See David McKitterick on the eighteenth-century context of printing: "to print was not just to share; it was to share in an uncontrolled way with an audience whose extent and nature could never be known, and whose suitability to participate in knowledge was untested by social or intellectual criteria" 13. Print publication was more likely to be commercialized than scribal publication, meaning that the producer of the printed text was much less likely to be the author or the reader, introducing a layer of mediation. Similarly, the participation of the bookseller and the purchaser in the communication loop significantly alters the kind of network constructed by the text; unlike the personal network of social obligation and relation often assumed in manuscript culture, the commercial transaction distances the author (real or fictional) from the reader so that trust is less likely to be based on personal knowledge. And, of course, the multiplication of copies made possible by print also diffuses the possibility of the personal vouching common in manuscript circulation. The example of Jean Theophilus Desaguliers, who signed each printed copy of his Course of Experimental Philosophy (1733-44), provides a striking instance of this concern with the authority of print-or rather, with its lack of authority; as Johns notes, this suggests that "The only really effective way to guarantee the authenticity of their printed sheets was to abandon the defining element of print itself" (182). As late as the 1760s, Laurence Sterne similarly signed copies of Tristram Shandy to protect against piracy. Both authors attempted to authorize a printed text with a manuscript strategy, seeking to reconnect the text with an authorial network. And both examples (as well as Johns's detailed analysis) show that this anxiety over print's lack of authority lasted well into the eighteenth century.
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